Greetings.

You are receiving this email because you are on the Coeus List Serve.

As you know, Coeus Lite has several limitations of functionality as well as presenting certain challenges not present in Coeus Premium.

Please be aware that significant problems arise when using Coeus Lite to edit multiple proposals in either separate browser tabs or in separate but concurrent browser sessions. Editing multiple proposals at the same time should be avoided when using Lite.

Concurrent Premium sessions allow work on multiple proposals while avoiding the Lite problems. To begin multiple Premium sessions, open the next session by clicking on the Premium desktop icon again and logging in as usual.

To clarify opening multiple Lite PDs in browsers, in the following example there are separate browser tabs open in one session:

![Image of Coeus Lite with three tabs open](image1.png)

In this example, two concurrent browser sessions are running, with two separate proposals open:
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